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ABSTRACT 

The seai-classical pbaae-apace distribueion p(r tp) is calculated for rotating superfluid nuclei, taking into account the reaction of 
the pairing field to the rotational notion. Momenta of inertia and 
currant distributions calculated by aeens of this distribution pass 
continuously froa a'rigid to an irrotational behaviour. 

INTRODUCTION 
Already in the early IMO's, it beeaae clear that pair-correla

tion effects slight be taken into account in the nuclear collective no
tions. In a firat attempt, aoaente of inertia were ascribed to surface 
waves bringing into play only a asjall fraction of the nuclear fluid . 
But, experimental aaaauraaents proved that these calculated swan ta 
ware too aaall by a factor of about five, lowever, recent studiea of 
average nuclear currants show that, even for normal (non superfluid) 
nuclei, the flow haa its maximum strength at the nuclear surface and 
hence that the collective sjotiou affects atainly a aaall part of the 
nuclear fluid , ae thought at that tie*. 

In a following step, the creaking aodel was uead hut it led 
3) 

approximately to the rigid body values , which ara toe large fey a 
factor of two or three, aa compared to the experimaat. Ikis differeace 
haa been explained by peir correlation* : if a pair of conjugate am-



cleona (coupled to zero total angular «omentum) interact strongly, an 
additional energy 0 if necessary to excite them into an unpaired state 
above the Fermi sea. This effect will increase Che energy denominator 
in the Inglis cranking moment of inertia 7 a n d will 8 i v * smaller va
lues. However, these pairing energies must be assumed to about twice 
their experimental values in order co find the correct magnitude for 

?• 
Finally, the theory of supraconductivity was applied to the nu-

4) . 5) 
clear matter , leading to values much closer to the observed ones . 
However, despite the better agreement for small (constant) pairing 
strengths (A 2? t HeV), the asymptotic behaviour of these moments is 
uncorrect for large A , where chey are found co vanish. Actually, when 
A increases, the nucleus behaves like an ideal incompressible irrota-
tional fluid, with a well defined finite moment of inertia . 

This unphysical asymptotic behaviour is due to the approximation 
of a pairing gap which remains constant despite the collective motion 
and can be corrected by taking into account this motion not only on the 
mean field but also on the pairing field . 

Such a more complete description has been given by Migdai ' for 
even-even nuclei in a weak external field (slow rotation for example) 
and supplies with the one-body density matrix elements. An equivalent 
result has been derived more recently , starting from the stationa
ry equation for the density and expanding to lowest order both the ha-
miltonian (approximation of small collective motions) and the density. 

Following from this description, we perform a semi-classical ap
proximation of the phase-space density o (r,p) in a deformed harmonic 
oscillator. The corresponding moment of inertia is calculated and, be
cause its evolution as a function of the pairing strength and of the 
deformation is physically correct, some confidence is made to calcula
te the averaged current distributions. 
t. T K MICDAL DOSITr HaXKIX 

In this section, the different parts of the one body density 



matrix of a superfluid nucleus will be shown up, following Migdal 
A system of quasi-particles, described by the hamilconian H, with ei-
genscaees |X >, quasi-particle energies E, , single-particle energies 
e. from the Fermi level, feels a weak perturbative potential V. 

The pairing gap A is changed by A', due to its reaction to the 
pertubative field. The gap A is assumed to be the same for all states 
(and for protons and neutrons) which is a not too serious approxima
tion, because our aim is to study the general evolution of the nucleus 
as a function of A . 

The density matrix may be written as : 

IC) (1) 'D 
L = < M ? *1 *Mr > ( i ) 

U 
(4a) 

p./ is the usual density in a reference system at rest in the lack of 
pertubation 
p«j is the contribution of the perturbative potential, without chan
ging eh* pairing field. It is the generalisation of the Inglis formu
la to superfluid nuclei 
p^y is the contribution of the readjustment A' of the pairing field 
to the perturbative V. &' obeys the equation 

r <5«) 



2. SEMI CLASSICAL APPROXIMATION FOR A ROTATING SUPERFLUID MODEL NUCLEUS 

The perturbative field represents now a slow rotation around the 

x-axisf with angular velocity u : 

t is the x-component of the angular momentum of a spinless system, 

and we do not care about an effective mass (m » a) because we shall 

use only a velocity indépendant mean field for the nucleus. 

According to Migdal, equations (3a-5a) nay be approximated by : 

j w = «, aitjJL> [ l . o( V V ) ] ;( hzL<) ob) 

f -i'n.fAljlp.% *«•**- *[**-**\tl*A*eh) (4b) 
}>|* » là V 2H ' K I ' 

(5b) 

with g(x) • sinh~'(x)/ (x A * x 2) and Û" » iwf. 

The aim is to get equivalent equations for the operators (and not 

only for their matrix elements) in order to change the representation. 

As an illustration of the method, we can use the second term in p!r 

(cq 3b) : 

J™ " - - <N1 t>f> Jl ^ *"ft * ^ j <« 

where E_ is the Ferai energy (protons and neutrons are considered sepa

rately and the corresponding densities are added, in the assumption 

that the coupling between the two sorts of particles is weak, due to 

the different Fermi levels) and e. are the true eigenvalues of the ha-

ailtonian H. 

Considering g and 6 as Fourier transforms : 



iUir J 
"Tl'^Mï' 1» 

in eq. 6 givea 

, • < * 

! . . 

or, for cht operator* 

A|UÏ •t* /** &1 .iHà * .iJ!| 

with 

* l «A ) * 2& 

Mow, in the Wiener representation, tbe product of three operator* will 

occur. The «emi-claaaical approximation conaiata in Wiener transfor

ming it to loweat order : 

. ( A * A L - A w i s r t A „ 
w 

with here 



a n d ,;Snt .*ïï±»* 
A* « * » * e * 

Tha t-integration can now ba perforaed : 

r (51) and p far) ar« the classical aquations of notion and chair 

product is not aesû-classically approxisatted bacausa chis would iaply 

an expansion in powars of 1/A which is our (not always lull) parase-

tar. 

(toeing chat cha only chant» Co (at the first c a m of pï ' is to 

raplaca g by 1 or aquivalantly g by S ( T ) , and procaading in the sas» 

way for pi and tha aquation dafining f, tha following sat of aqua

tions is obtainad : 

ffijU k - H ^ - fa) Ji^-H^) < 7> 

P J L ft)I £JL \JL i,i«V I t jm] .irvudu -̂o 

P and p arc usually called the Bclyaev and Migdal taras respec

tively. The first part in p* , which does not depend on A , ia just 

tha classical change in the density due to the rotation of the nucleus. 



Integration over p of this density shows that it is the Thomas-Fermi 
approximation for a rigid nucleus. 

8) Quanta1 calculations exist for the deformed harmonic oscillator 
and a comparison with th« semi-classical approximation is then possible 
in this simple case for which the classical equations of nation are 
known and an analytical solution of eqs. (7) is obtainad. With the fol
lowing definitions : 

Ui*UL..[^<^)T^j 

- A y 

the semi-classical distribution is given by 

* 3 (8) 

Mean value* such as moments of inertia and averaged current flows can 
now be calculated by means of this semi-classical density p _ - p ^ * p ^ . 

3. IESULTS 
The moment of inertia for a rotation around the x-axis : 

7 » c î» y /<*> 



it given in Cha semi-classical approximation by 

... AV 
-5 « • « 'W B_ „. i U „ „ 

(9) 

Tha calculation» are performed for '""Er, with an angular veloci
ty ai • 1 MeV/h and a deformation e » . 27 
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Fig. 1. The different contribution* of the semi-classical moment 
of inertia a« function* of tha pairing gap, compared to 
Che rigid value and Co Che irrocational value. Here, 

;» 



Fig. I shows the moment 2 , divided by che moment of a rigid 
spherical body having the sane mass, as a function of the strength A of 
the pairing field. As A increases, the inertia approaches the irrota-
tionnal value, which is the physical behaviour. This can be checked on 

- " 8,9) the expression for j ' 

with 
7iM> >f 

(10) 

r-

corresponding to the different contributions of the density. When A* », 
then g„ +1, the first two terms in 7 cancel and : 

This shows up that the semi-classical approximation, as well as the pu
re quantal calculation , exhibits the importance of che change in che 
pairing field due to the rotation, but with much less efforts, because 
the knowledge of the eigenstates is not necessary. 

For comparison with experiment, fig. 2 shows the relative moment 
of inertia as a function of the deformation. The experimental results 
lie definitely below the calculated ones, but this may be due to the 
use of the harmonic potential : a square-well potential gives values 
lower than the experiments and a more realistic potential (Woods-
Saxon for example) will probably give values between these two pictu
res. On the other side the general trend from irrotational to rigid 
inertia as the deformation increases is well reproduced. 
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Fig. 2. The different contributions of the semi-classical Moment 
of inertia a* a function of the nuclear deformation 
(Sift/SPe )i compared to the rigid value, the irrota-
tionnal value and the experimental résulta, for a physi
cal gap A - 1 Mev. 

After this test of the validity of the semi-classical density, it 
can be used for the averaged current distributions : 

k»>. i"A.J*>.*jjEL(Ls.f>t*JI cm 

in the laboratory system or : 

in the body-fixed system. 
We do not intend to find any vortex and therefore to make a 

comparison between rigid and rotationnel p»tterns,because these vortices 



are quantal affects but, as for the inertia, we are going to compa
re rigid and irrotacionnal behaviours. 

The com: 
Fermi density 

The components of J,, are proportionnai to the local Thomas-

\ 
_ 0 

A • . « ? f< M - < M - ^ , **>.w ^ . y i , (i2) 

\ ,«> T <- M ~ M t »«w.je/tJ "a-M-u 

When A*0, * l a b * w A r p T p - j r f and when A * «, î U b * - ? ( r y r 8 ) 
which i s an irrotationnal flow : these results are the same as for the 
moment of inertia. 

Fig. 3 shows Che flow patterns j, . calculated with both contri
butions, as a function of A: the current distribution changes from a 
rigid Co an irrotacionnal flow, almost all the changes occuring below 
A ̂  5MeV. An important fact is that the strength of the currents is 
always about the same (the scale is the same for all cases) as compa
red to fig . 4 where the réajustement of the pairing is neglected, 
* » 0, and where the currents vanish with increasing & , in agree
ment with a vanishing inertia. 

Quantum mechanical calculations show that the vortex structure 
is. washed out for A i 1 HeV and a comparison with the semi-classical 
currents in the body-fixed system confirm the validity of the approxi-

9) mation for such pairing strengths. 
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Fig. 3. Tha saod-classical current distribution J • J +y in 
tha lab system for «creasing gap values. Tha behaviour 
is tha sen* as for j*'' alone but the currant strengths 
are alaost constant (sssja scale for all &>. 
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Fig. 4. Tha taai-classical currant distribution X • T. (in 
MtV. favh) in ci» la» systan for increasing «a* valnaa. 
Tha pattara changes fro» a rigid Co an irrotatioanal flow 
while tht curranc strengths ara waakar and waakar (nota 
tha factor of tan in tha scale batwaan A • 1 Ha* and 
A - 10 MaV). 



cowctosio» 
Tha seed-classical approximation of tha phas* tpaca distribution 

for a tuparfluid rotating nuclaua gives a good description for both 
tha «osent of inartia and tha avaragad currants without calculating 
eigenfunctions and sigen-energies. For pairing gaps A i I MsV, when 
the quantal effaces on the flow patterns vanish, tha seai-classical 
currants are in very good agreeaent with the quantal ones, in the case 
of an haraonic oscillator, showing that tha nucleus behaves like a 
superposition of e rigid and an irrotationaal fluid. 
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